In an effort to support the development of context-aware applications that use archived sensor data, we introduce the concept of the Context Cube based on techniques of data warehousing and data mining. Our implementation of the Context Cube provides a system that supports a multi-dimensional model of context data and with tools for accessing, interpreting and aggregating that data by using concept relationships defined within the real context of the application. We define the Context Cube information model, demonstrate functional applications that we have developed with the system, and explore possible applications that may be developed more easily using our tool.
Introduction
Humans are good at making use of implicit context information when interacting with other people and the surrounding environment, whereas computers usually require the interpretation of the context information to be explicitly provided in order to use it appropriately. One of the challenges for ubiquitous computing is to bridge the gap between captured context data and the different levels of interpretation of captured context information needed by applications. Working with archives of context data provides opportunities for understanding user behavior by analysis and assessment of that behavior over time [17, 18, 19] . In this paper, we focus on accessing and manipulating an archive of sensed context data to support applications in context-aware and everyday computing, using concept hierarchies to relate context data to real-world definitions.
Currently, most context-aware applications focus on the immediate state. In contrast, there are many applications, envisioned as supportive of our everyday lives, which require more complicated context that we cannot sense directly. For example, providing a summary of a person's daily movement, determining when and how often a family gathers for meal time, assessing an elder relatives level of social interaction, or understanding space usage within a building in order to optimize HVAC resources all require processing of the lower-level context data and the interpretation or analysis of that data over time.
There are tools in the field of data warehousing and mining that we can use to manip the inte eng dim agg 1.1 on domains that would benefit from accessing historical context, much of this w lar sen ho aw of chi of t dec the ass ma adu pro (D app chi e sen ram of days (see Figure 1 ). In the prototype pro nsisted of butterfly icons to reflect ph c (m transiti of t dat ind dec mi and par tre ulate low-level context data into higher-level information. However, to apply se techniques: context must be effectively modeled, structured to allow for rpretation and aggregation, and made easily available to applications and mining ines. In this paper, we describe the Context Cube, a system that supports a multiensional model of context data and provides tools for accessing, interpreting and regating that data.
Motivating Example
Of the possible applicati ork focuses on one of our ger research agendas: aiding ior adults who remain in their mes. Many adult children live far ay from their aging parents. One the biggest concerns for these ldren is the everyday well being he parent. In fact, many times the ision to move a parent out of ir own home and into some isted living facility is the desire to intain the peace of mind of the lt children. Mynatt et al. posed the Digital Family Portrait FP) as an enhanced information liance in the home of the adult ld [1] . The DFP portrays an individual, th sor-rich home that tracks certain critical pa The center of the portrait is a picture of the the activity of the parent over the last 28 posed by Mynatt et al., the visualization co ysical a tivity of the parent. A small (medium, large) icon represents little edium, much) activity for that parent for that day. The number of detected room parent, whom we assume lives in a eters of everyday life. parent, and the border is a visualization the primary Digital Family lay, the image is a substitute ons for the parent on a given day determined the size of the icon. This version he Digital Family Portrait demonstrates a simple example of analyzing contextual a, in this case room-level position data, over some period of time to produce an icator of trends. In this case, the visualization leaves up to the adult child any ision on whether a significant trend has emerged. More automated techniques ght automatically signal when one day's movement trend is out of the ordinary. The Digital Family Portrait serves as a useful motivation for storing, manipulating visualizing a history of contextual data. 
2.
As the amount of stored context grows, we are reaching the point where we are data rich, but information poor. There is growing effort in the context-aware com con analysis, it will be hard to build context-aware applications that need sophisticated contex ana par agg rep wa the ada gen trumenting a space to detect human behaviors, we need to provide better ways to ess and manipulate large collections of data. This paper proposes a technique for plifying the development of this important class of context-monitoring lications.
Overview
We introduce the concept o ated context derived from world knowledge. Section 2.2 describes how we use acube operations with this model, and section 2.3 describes our actual plementation of this system. In Section 3 we present four applications that have n built on context cubes. The first application is a new version of the Digital mily Portrait that is working on live data from an instrumented home. The second lication shows the co-location history of two individuals and demonstrates how applications can share existing context cubes and associated context. The third lication is a visualization of activity levels in the different areas of a home. It is o built from the same context cube structures as the previous two, but focuses on location aspect instead of identity. Unlike the previous applications, the fourth mple is a hypothetical design, given in greater detail, to demonstrate how a set of text cubes and associated context would be developed. It also shows how existing text cubes, in this case the ones from the previous application examples, can be mented with new cubes to provide for new applications. We give a brief overview the related work in the context-aware computing and database communities in ction 4, and our concluding discussion in Section 5.
Bridging the Context Divide -The Context Cube Model
munity to extract interesting knowledge and information (rules, regularities, straints, patterns) from large collections of context data. Without this level of t knowledge and historical context information. Some forms of this data lysis are difficult, even impossible, to compute with standard SQL constructs. In ticular, aggregations over computed categories, roll-up and drill-down of regation hierarchies, and symmetric aggregation require a more powerful data resentation. To meet this need, we have adapted a technique from data rehousing, namely the data cube, and provided a system for creating and managing resulting context cubes. In this section, we present a brief overview of how this ptation applies to context-aware applications. For more detail on data cubes in eral, we refer the reader to the work of Gray et al. Our idea behind using a warehouse is to represent rela eries [3] , the inclusion of expanded definitions and relationships, and the ation of new context constructed from analysis of the existing data. We represent relationships between context using dimensions. As an example, take location, a gle dimension of context. Many applications, most notably tour guide systems, e been built with a simple knowledge of immediate location. However, other lications, like reminder services, need both location and time. We now have a two ensional relationship as shown in Figure 2 . If there is a need, as in the Digital mily Portrait, to perform an analysis or calculation over the data contained within s relationship, a materialized representation may simplify queries and improve formance. After adding a third dimension, identity, we are able to represent the ee dimensional relationship (location, time, identity) as well as the two dimensional tionships of (location, time), (location identity), and (time, identity). Thus, a Context Cube is a model for representing and manipulating multiensional context, based on the principles of data cubes from the traditional abase and data mining community [2, 3] . Each dimension of the cube represents t dimension of interest. A relation of N attributes produces an N-dimensional ng the dimensions as filter conditions. Figure 3 shows the design of a context fact le as a star schema. The fact ribute tables. The context attribute tables allow for an expanded definition of an ividual point of context data. They can be used by domain specialists who are rested in using higher levels of c t fact data. One advantage of the star schema approach to context modeling is reusability of context knowledge both within a domain and across domains. In our mple design, used to form a simple context cube to support the Digital Family rtrait, we connect the Location dimension to the Rooms context attribute table, and Identity dimension to the Person context attribute table. We can use the context ribute tables to provide alternative interpretations and associated information. other important purpose of the context attribute tables is to enable the use of the text dimension hierarchy to introduce different levels of abstractions to the tured context data and context relationships. A context dimension hierarchy is a concept hierarchy on the given context ension. It is a mechanism that enables higher-level abstractions and context rpretations to the captured context data. Context dimension hierarchies allow us to nipulate a cube, along one of the context dimensions, using a combination of the a in the context fact table and the associated context in 4 shows two possible hierarchies constructed from the Location dimension and Rooms attributes. In each of the examples, the leaf oom names from [removed for anonymity]. The first hierarchy classifies the locations by room e. The second hierarchy classifies the locations by region. If we only wanted ormation about Bedrooms, we could use the first hierarchy to make that selection, owever, we wanted information about Bedrooms on Floor 1, we would need to use th hierarchies to make the selection.
2.
We have shown how context cubes can be used for answering context queries at diff . In this section, we present the four context operators used to manipulate the context cube: slice, dice, roll-up, and drill-down. A slice is a selection on one dimension of an N dimension cube. Figure 5 shows a e on a single user, Grandma, over the three-dimensional context cube LTI. We can w a slice as an operator that cuts the cube by slicing it over the identity of andma. The dice operator is a selection to all dimensions of an N dimension cube. Again ng the LTI cu ay of doing a sequence of slices, Figure 6 . Roll-up generates a new cube by applying an aggregate function on one dimension. e roll-up operator uses the structure defined in a context dimension hierarchy and ormation in a context attribute table to determine how the roll-up should be med. The values of the derived context are updated, when necessary, to reflect change in resolution or scale of the filter conditions applied to the dimension. tead of Room Name. Drilldown is the reverse operation of rollup. It generates a context cube with finer nularity on one of the n dimensions. A drilldown on Years generates a cube with e in Months. Drilldown on the location region Bedroom would generate a cube h location in each of the bedrooms in the house. Drilldown on identity in a senior group (suppose it is age from 65 above) would generate a cube with seniors above . using the LTI context cube, a roll-up on Identity might generate a cube that the type of Social Relationship such as Family, Friend or Business instead of vidual names. Another roll-up on identity might generate a cube that uses age up or faculty/grads/undergrads as the identity dimension unit instead of person es. A rollup on Locatio For r system, we have designed a registration-based system that allows applications to orm the Context Cube system of its data needs and an appropriate context cube will n be generated and maintained. The details of the implementation follow.
The Context Cube System
The Context Cube System (CCS) implements the context cube model and provides nagement and interface functionality. The first prototype of the CCS consists of a ations of aggregates one can apply to the context dimension table data. It ld require a great deal of At the heart of the CCS is the Cube Manager. A Cube Manager creates a context e, maintains the cube, handles data requests and cube operations. Within the Cube nager, a class call sets up a data store and accesses the specified tables and fields get the raw data from the context warehouse. Also in the Cube Manager, you can cify at what base scale/resolution you want the system to construct the context e. We cannot perform a drill-down operation of the data. . The time to construct a cube is related primarily to the size of the cube and ondly to the amount of data in the data source tables. However, as Figure 8 shows, time it takes to compute a cube grows slower than the size of the cube. Making the ial connection to the database is a fundamental time cost for all cubes. In designing namic cube uct the cube. In most cases, only small cubes are appropriate. Though larger es can be set to update with context triggers, it will probably be more viable to e them update at regular, predetermined intervals.
Building Applications using the Context Cube System
In this section, we provide four examples of the context cube mple is hypothetical and shows a more complex use of context dimension rarchies, and demonstrates a technique for aggregating cubes.
3.1
The Digital Family Portrait, described earlier, provides a visual representation of an des information on temperature and data. eralization. Using this information, the correct position changes can be easily ived and stored as the value of the remaining cell. This calculation is stored as the ived context "count", and the context cube maintains the value. Instead of slice on the time dimension as the second step, we could have diced the e with a range of dates to include the past 28 days. The result would be a cu the defined activity value for those days. This is the information needed to port the DFP, so it will be able to request that information via a simple query. This an example of how we can glean information from basic position data, by using rehousing techniques and the Context Cube. Other manipulations of the LTI cube would produce the information for an mple of family gatherings. In that case, we would need a context dimension rarchy that encoded information about relationships so that we could distinguish ween family and other visitors to the home. We would use the same raw data, but s application would request a different set of operations to create the context cube it ded. It could also use the same context dimension hierarchies as those created to port the DFP.
Visualizing Co-locat
e individual, it shows a represen ure shows a drill-down on a singl en the schedules. e distances between the ures in the border lect the level of coation for that day. Days h only one person's a have one figure; days h no data for either ividual are grayed out. This is again derived m the LTI cube. We form a slice on two ividuals instead of just . Next, we perform a on the Time ension to provide cation information at MINUTE resolution. ally, need to form oll-up on cation. In our original plementation, we provided information at the room level. However, the results re 10: A drilldown in the co-location application.
Figu
were co e open and adja uld be able t acknow that a ation rol acc
3.3
LTI cube. However, instead of focusing on the Identity dimension, the purpose of this application is to represent act tion over time. The Location data is at the base room level and p on Identity to ALL, a way to represent a total aggregation of that dimension. The application shows a visualization of the activity levels in indivi Ide inte
3.4
exa dividual living alone. This is an example of the kind of qualitative information that can be gleaned from context data using the context cube. The power of the cube is to provide unterintuitive. In this Home, the kitchen and living room ar cent spaces. Two individuals, located in the kitchen and living room, wo to see and talk with each other easily, but our system would no ledge s co-located. We had to construct a new interpretation of the Loc l-up to gure 11: a visualization of space activity for the month of January 2003 Fi ount for this inaccuracy in our results.
Space Activity
We have also built this application over the ivity in a specific loca we have done a roll-u dual rooms for selected time periods. Future versions of the application will allow users to manipulate Location and ntity as well as time. The purpose is to show how easy it is to manipulate rpretations and generate aggregates with context cubes.
Tracking Social Interaction
Has Grandma been getting enough social interaction lately? In this hypothetical mple, we are looking at the level of interaction for an elderly in organization and structure to a growing archive of information. By classifying and gro eas of n: a social interaction is an em fam an LT uping data points, based on concepts derived from the real world, we make it ier for applications to analyze that data quickly. The first step is to determine what constitutes a social interaction. For the purpose this example, we will use a somewhat simplistic definitio ail, incoming or outgoing phone call, or a personal visit, from a friend or a ily member. To track this, we will need to pull from three separate data sources: email log, phone log, as well as the identity of individuals in the home from the I context cube. The email log would look something like the excerpt in Table 1 or email the duration is a measure of size. We then perform a roll-up on each of cubes using an Interaction context dimension hierarchy that classifies they type of eractions based on Identity. This is best done in conjunction with the Person text attribute table shown in Figure 2 .
In the next step, we perform a slice on Social on each of the three context cubes aggregate the results into a new context cube. This cube now contains only the ractions that we are interested in to track social interaction. If we perform a roll-up the Initiation Time dimension to DAY, we will have a listing of social interactions day. The data is now ready for analysis. A simp sify a set of daily interactions as low, normal, or high. We could also use other tems, dedicated to trending analysis, to construct the qualitative rule, such as the ordinates system at Microsoft [17] . Once we have a classification to use as a alitative rule, we can apply that rule to each day and add a new derived context, cial Interaction Level, to the cube.
Related Work
This works lies at an intersection between the research domains of context-aware puting and that of data warehousing and data mining. 
5.
There is a gap between the context that is being provided by sensors and that needed by more sophisticated, context-aware applications. Adapting data warehousing techniques to create a context warehouse and the Context Cube is one ste p. By using the raw data stored in the context tables, referencing that data through information provided by the context dimension hierar ind sum con sui Inmon describes a data wa onal databases are designed to be transactional (relational, object-oriented, work, or hierarchical). In contrast, data warehouses are mainly intended for ision-support applications. Traditional databases support on-line transaction cessing (OLTP), which includes insertion, updates, and deletions. They generally ction over a small sub-set of the available data, and that data is usually small, with toric data moved to external archives. Data warehouses, on the other hand, erally contain large amounts of data from multiple sources and they are inherently ltidimensional. They are optimized to support on-line analytical process (OLAP), ision support systems (DSS), and data mining operations that need large lections of data. This may include data constructed under different data models and uired from a collection of external, independent sources [16] . Since context data is o multi-dimensional, with few strong relations among data within context archives, e being one of those), and since the access to the system will be similar to DSS OLAP style interactions, storing the archived data as a context warehouse is a ural choice. Unlike traditional data, context data is unidirectional with respect to time. As a ult, context storage systems do not require update or delete functions. In time, we ll need a "correction" function to replace inaccurate context information, but such a ction would still preserve the forward advance of time. This means that context nce captured, is static and only incoming context is effected by changes in the a environment. This allows us to adapt traditionally static techniques into dynamic es. In constructing a context warehouse, the raw data will be stored in context tables. r context tables are constructed directly by the widgets of the Context Toolkit, ng the store functions provided by default, and also from UPNP devices in the are Hom gration of the related data from the context environment.
Conclusions
p in bridging that ga chies and with the cube operations, we are able to provide information about ividuals (like Grandma) or collections of people (like the family), provide mary information, perform aggregations based on relationships among the text, determine collocation over some period of time, or provide information major implementation alternatives when implementing a cube [3] . Physically terializing the whole cube takes the most space but provides the fastest response to ries. The storage space consumed by a cube has a direct impact on the time essary to construct a cube. At the other end of the spectrum, a representation may generated without materializing any of the cubes. In this case, every cell is puted from raw data on request. It requires no extra space, but has extremely slow ery response time. The final method materializes a small subset of cells in a cube then generates the remaining "dependent" cells on request. Dependent cells are her calculated or approximated based on the values of the materialized cells. In our tial prototype, we chose to materialize the entire cube in order to optimize query ponse time, and to simplify implementation. However, we will need to consider re efficient cube materialization as the amount of data grows. A full LTI cube over 300,000+ data points takes several minutes to calculate, 1GB of system memory, produces a materialized representation of over 500,000 lines. A future goal of our work is to use data mining and knowledge discovery hniques to generate new context through synthesis and analysis. The system eloped by Elite Care [20] to determine quality of sleep through an instrum an example of work that requires context analysis. Though aggregating and erpreting context data can provide a lot of information, more context may be uired by appropriately analyzing the stored data. For example, though the simple asure of activity used in the current implementation of the Digital Family Portrait ffective, it is not very informative. The system represents a day in which Grandma ves repeatedly from the bedroom to the bathroom and back in the same way as a re normal day, which includes the same number of room changes. If the DFP had re qualitative information available, like the social interaction example, it could in n provide more information to the family. We can produce this kind of information ough analysis of the stored context. In the case of Grandma's movement patterns, a in which she only moved between two rooms would be identified as different m a day in which her movements covered several rooms. Having the ability to ognize significant changes in physical behavior provides important information for ariety of applications. For our initial work, we are using k-clustering to divide a lection of context data into groups that have strong similarity. Other clustering hniques as well as associative techniques will expand the nature and sophistication the generated context. Acknowledgements: This work is sponsored in part by the Aware Home Research tiative, the Digital Media Lab at Georgia Tech, and the National Science undation (grant 0121661). Our thanks to Kris Nagel for her efforts in securing our B approval for gathering and storing the context data and to Thomas O'Connell and team for supporting the Aw Home Context-Aware Services Experiment, PI: Abowd, Gregory
